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**General description of the needle threader**

This small plastic device is about the size of a matchbox. It consists of 2 “chimneys” or “funnels” (to insert differently sized needles) and 2 sliding knobs located on the front side.

**Operating the needle threader**

Place the needle threader with the sliding knobs facing towards you.

Use the left chimney for thick needles with large eyes and the right chimney for fine needles.

Place the needle in the appropriate chimney with the pointed end directed upwards. Position the cut thread along the base of the groove (either to the right of the left chimney or to the left of the right chimney) so that it is short at the front and long at the back. It can still be attached to the spool of thread at the back if you prefer.

Push the knob down towards the needle completely and carefully so as to avoid breaking the metal rod that is being pushed through the eye of the needle.

With the other hand, feel for the metal rod and pull this discharged thread until the short end comes all the way through from the front. Release the knob.

When removing the threaded needle hold on to it at the eye to avoid unthreading.